
Discovering classes of attitude verbs using subcategorization frame distributions

  Introduction. A verb's syntactic distribution and its semantic content are correlated ([5], [1], [6]). This 
correlation has been argued to be a potentially useful cue for the verb learner, especially as a verb's 
semantic content becomes more abstract ([2]). Indeed, knowledge of syntactic distribution is a virtual 
necessity in learning to distinguish classes of attitude verbs---e.g. doxastic, desiderative, etc.---since very 
little non-linguistic contextual evidence is available. In this paper, we show that the syntactic distributions 
of a wide-variety of attitude verbs in English are informationally rich enough to make fine-grained 
distinctions among different verb classes.
  Background.To assess the informativity of syntactic distribution, we adapt experimental methods 
developed by [1] and apply cluster analysis techniques common in Natural Language Processing to the 
results. [1] gathered two types of data: semantic similarity judgments and acceptability judgments. Their 
aim, like ours, was to assess whether clusterings of verbs derived from syntactic distribution could 
recapitulate clusterings derived from semantic similarity judgments of experimental participants.  Semantic 
similarity was operationalized with their triad task.
   In this task, every possible combination of three verb types from a set of verb types is generated. For 
each combination, two participants are asked to choose the verb that is least like the other two. Each time 
a verb is chosen, the similarity score between the other two is incremented. This results in a square matrix 
of similarity scores with each row (and each column) corresponding to a verb. Each row can be thought of 
as a point in a high dimensional “ verb space” .  Cluster analyses can then be used that look for areas of 
density in the verb space.
   [1] operationalized (idealized) syntactic distribution with acceptability judgments. From the set of all 
subcategorization frames the verbs from the previous task occur in, each possible verb-subcategorization 
frame pairing was generated. For each pair, they elicited acceptability judgments on a standard 1-to-7 scale. 
The average of the judgments for each pairing was then entered into a matrix with rows corresponding to 
verbs and columns corresponding to frames. Each verb can be thought of as a point in a high-dimensional 
“ frame space” . As with the similarity judgments, cluster analyses that look for areas of density in this frame 
space can then be used.
  Current Study. From clustering analyses on these two matrices, [1] found that some classes derived from 
the semantic similarity clustering were recapitulated by the the syntactic distribution clustering. 
Quantitative analysis of the fit between the two was not performed, however.  One way we improve on [1]'s 
methods is in providing explicit quantitative measures of this fit. Another is in distinguishing information 
about acceptability of a subcategorization frame---a bundle of syntactic features---from each syntactic 
feature alone---e.g. a finiteness feature on the verbs complement. This distinction turns out to be important 
in that raw syntactic features can improve classification significantly.
   It should also be noted that, where [1] were testing verbs from a wide variety of subclasses, we are 
interested specifically in subclasses of attitude verbs.  This significantly raises the bar since the distinctions 
among classes of attitude verbs will be at least as hard to find as distinctions among subclasses of verbs 
across the entire lexicon.
  Experiment. For 30 attitude verbs from 13 classes described in [4] (see Table 1), we gathered semantic 
similarity judgments (3 per triad) from 60 participants using Amazon's Mechanical Turk. For 34 frames, 9 
acceptability judgments for each possible verb-frame pair (instantiated as 9 different sentences) were 
gathered in the same way from 90 participants. We then derived a syntactic feature matrix from the 
syntactic frame matrix. The features represented by each frame were coded, resulting in 22 distinct 
features. For each verb, we then averaged the acceptability judgment scores for each frame instantiating 
that feature. These averages were entered in a verb-by-feature matrix. 
  Classification. We applied k-means clustering to each matrix---semantic similarity, frame feature, and 
(derived) syntactic feature---100 times, each  time with random initialization points.  Each run of the k-
means algorithm produces a partition on our 30 verb types. These partitions correspond to classes that our 
unsupervised classifier posited.
  Evaluation. We compared each set of 100 partitions to a gold standard partition of our verb set taken 
from [4]. This comparison was done using the normalized Variation of Information (VI) measure [7]. VI is 
an information theoretic measure of similarity between two partitions of the same set of objects. Its 
normalized variant ranges over [0, 1].  A score of 0 is received only for two identical partitions. Figure 1 
summarizes the VI scores of each of the 100 sample sets.  
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  Discussion. It is initially surprising that clustering over syntactic features does significantly better than 
the semantic similarity judgments, since in [1]'s study, clusters on these judgment were taken as a sort of 
gold standard. But not all non-syntactic features of a lexical item are part of their semantics. Interference 
from pragmatic knowledge about a word may enter into a naïve informants judgments.  As such, it seems 
more lucrative to treat semantic similarity judgments as a baseline that we'd like to do as well as or better 
than. Either source of syntactic distribution information we use---raw frame scores or derived syntactic 
feature scores---meets this criterion, showing that syntactic distribution is highly informative about a verb's 
semantic content.

  Verbs and [4]'s clusterings

believe doxastic
think doxastic

understand doxastic
doubt certainty
say arg/com

suppose arg/com
tell arg/com
deny arg/com
forget semifactive
realize semifactive

remember semifactive
amaze emot factive
bother emot factive
hate emot factive
love emot factive

promise commissive
hope emot doxastic
worry emot doxastic
need desiderative
want desiderative
allow permit/comm

demand permit/comm
forbid permit/comm
see perception
hear perception
feel perception

expect conjecture
guess conjecture

imagine fiction
pretend fiction
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